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A passionate commitment to the natural world
since childhood led Sandra to study biology at
Quebec's prestigious Laval University for her
first degree. In her second year, Sandra worked
as a field assistant on a research project in
Northern Quebec. Sandra was hooked and fell
in love with the Arctic. The professor
supervising the research became her mentor,
and ultimately her Masters supervisor.
While completing her Masters, Sandra
continued to spend her summers in the Arctic
where she collaborated with several other
students, exposing her to a variety of research
related to vegetation change in the Arctic. For
this she spent two
summers in Kuujjuarapik,
an Inuit village in Northern
Québec, where she studied
the expansion dynamics of
crowberryshrubs, the
results of which were
published earlier this year.

controls of shrub expansion is critical, as these
plants are involved in complex vegetationatmosphere feedbacks that could promote
further warming at the regional and global
scale.
Sandra spent the last two summers working at
four different sites in the Yukon Territory and in
Northern Québec, gathering stem samples to
measure the annual growth rings in the wood.
She has been processing these samples at the
Edinburgh Botanical Gardens and is currently
finishing up lab work and excited about
analyzing the data and answering her
questions. Sandra expects her findings to
highlight the importance of
species interactions in
controlling the response of
organisms to climate
change, and to contribute to
increasing the accuracy of
predictive models of future
vegetation change.
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